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Abstract— This paper proposes a new approach to achieve
an on-line control of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance
for redundant manipulators without prechecking path-planning
in whole trajectory tracking. In the trajectory tarcking process,
manipulator is required to keep a configuration with maximal
avoidance manipulability in real-time. In this paper, we present
a new idea: Multi-Preview Control, which uses several future
optimal configurations to control current configuration to
complete task of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance on-
line with high avoidance manipulability and reachability. We
verify the validity of multi-preview control through simulations
of comparing single-preview control with multi-preview control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, redundant manipulators are
used for various kinds of tasks, for example, welding,
sealing and contact tasks. These kinds of tasks require the
manipulator to plan its hand onto a desired trajectory and
avoid its intermediate links from obstacles existing near the
target object and also the target object itself.

There are many researches on the motion of redundant
manipulators discussing how to use the redundancies. The
proposed solutions to this problem can be broadly catego-
rized into two classes: Global and Local Methods. Global
Methods (see[1],[2]) solve the collision avoidance problem
by an entire path planning. In [2], Ahuactzin and Gupta have
proposed an approach to find a feasible path corresponding
to a desired position and orientation of end-effector from
a given initial configuration of the robot. Such a gobal
method’s computational cost is expensive, and usually in-
creases exponentially along with the number of manipulator
joints. Moreover, it is obvious that the entire path planning is
only suited for structured and static environments and is in-
applicable to dynamic environments with moving obstacles.
Considering these limitations, global method is implemented
only as an off-line path planning tool in the high level
of the manipulator control hierarchy. On the other hand,
to achieve an ability adaptive to dynamic environments, a
system must make efforts to be adaptive as much as possible
even in a situation of limited information about surroundings.
Such methodology is named as Local Method (see [3],[4]),
and this adaptivity requires that the system be flexible for
the changing conditions and posess real-time measurement
ability. Local Method can deal with moving obstacles in an
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Fig. 1. Processing system for unknown object

unstructured workspace. However, to perform the tasks on-
line, the information of the environment is limited locally,
so the arm of the redundant manipulator may be trapped in
an undesired situation. Note that most tracking problems to
the goal configuration solved by local method assume that a
feasible solution exists.

Our research also pursues adaptive system using Local
Method. However, the most important and meaningful point
in our system shown in Fig.1 is that it can make the re-
dundant manipulator achieve trajectory tracking and obstacle
avoidance smoothly in whole on-line process by using a new
on-line control approach: Multi-Preview Control. In Fig.1,
the camera and the manipulator’s hand are supposed to move
in synchrony because achieving on-line operation depends
on the real-time information of unknown target object ob-
tained by this moving camera. Should large size objects be
manufactured, it is general to treat such situation for flexible
manufacturing system that the area in which the camera can
detect the tagret object is relatively small in comparison
with the target object size. When the camera detects an
obstacle appearing suddenly in the scene, the configuration of
manipulator is required to change immediately so that it can
avoid this obstacle. Therefore, in the whole on-line trajectory
tracking process, always keeping the avoidance manipulabil-
ity (see[5]) of whole manipulator high is very important.
Based on this requirement of high avoidance manipulability,
to optimize trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance on-
line, we adopt 1-step Genetic Algorithm (see [6]) considering
potential spaces (see [7]) around the measured target object,
to search real-time optimal configurations of the manipulator
at future times. Then, we present multi-preview control for
solving reachability problem according to the concept of
preview control (see [8]). These future optimal configurations
of imaginary manipulators can control current actual ma-
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Fig. 2. The concept of single-preview control

nipulator to achieve on-line trajectory tracking and obstacle
avoidance satisfying reachability based on high avoidance
manipulability. Comparing the single-preview control used in
our previous research with multi-preview control, we exhibit
that the limitation of Local Method is reduced in an extent
by obtaining more information of trajectory and moving
obstacles in the future, which is the most meaningful point
of multi-preview control.

II. OVERVIEW OF PREVIEW CONTROL

Our research is to use inverse kinematic knowledge to
solve a classical on-line trajectory tracking problem. The
position of the manipulator’s hand is moving along the
trajectory, meanwhile, the joint configuration corresponding
to the changing position of the manipulator’s hand is also
changing for completing trajectory tracking without col-
lision. In addtion, redundancy indicates that one position
of the manipulator’s hand corresponds to a sub-space in
joint configuration space (redundancy solutions). Therefore,
trajectory tracking problem in our research includes two
main sub-problems: Reachability problem (how to connect
in all time all optimal solutions to a goal configuration)
and On-line optimization problem (how to select the optimal
solution among many solutions in each varying time). In
Fig.2, a concept of single-preview control is explained.
When the hand reaches the position B1, two kinds of the
manipulator’s configurations denoted by P1 and P1

∗ both
can avoid collision. However, when the hand reaches the
position B2, only the configuration of P2

∗ in the two
configurations denoted by P2 and P2

∗ can avoid collision.
If the manipulator’s configuration is selected as P1 at hand
point B1, the angular velocities of joints will be high values
to change its configuration like P2

∗ near the corner B. This
poses a possibility that the manipulator crashes to corner B
when the required high angular velocity is over specified
maximum velocity of the joint. Therefore, the manipulator’s
configuration must be prepared to the configuration P1

∗ that
is similar future configuration P2

∗. This requires that the
current manipulator’s configuration should be determined in
a consideration of one future possible configuration or be
determined by several future possible configurations, which
is so-call preview control method (see section 5 for details).
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Fig. 3. The concept of multi-preview control

A concept of single-preview control is depicted in Fig.2,
which controls the current configuration to P1

∗ by referring
the future optimal configuration P2

∗ evaluated by future
possibility to crash. The approach proposed in this paper
is Multi-preview control. Multi-preview control method is
using several future optimal configurations to control cur-
rent manipulator’s configuration to achieve on-line trajec-
tory tracking and obstacle avoidance satisfying reachability
evaluated by avoidance manipulability, which is explained
detailedly in the next section. Fig.3 is to explain the impor-
tance of multi-preview control. The times defined by t0, t1,
t2, t3 and t4 respectively in Fig.3. And “•” indicates local
optimal configuration at each future time whose evaluation
values are plus and are denoted by S1a, S1b, S1c at t = t1,
and S2a, S2b, S2c at t = t2 and so on. The manipulator stays
at initial configuration when time t = t0, optimal reachable
path will be chosen as S1c→S2c→S3c by estimating Sij(i =
1, 2, 3; j = a, b, c), where the other possible sequences
S1a→S2a→S3a, S1b→S2b→S3b and S1c→S2b→S3b are
second or third optimal sequences and so on. Then the
configuration at time t = t1 will be controlled to that of
S1c. When the current time t = t1, possible future sequences
from S1c, S2b→S3b→S4b and S2c→S3c→S4c are evaluated.
Shall we provide that the value of S4c has minus value rep-
resented by “◦” meaning future possible configuration from
S3c can not avoide clashing against surroundings or target
object. Then the configuration controller needs to choose
an optimal sequence as S2b→S3b→S4b. By repeating such
evaluation of future configuration sequences and possible
route changing, multi-preview control system will avoide
dangerous sequences connecting to clashing in the future
and can widen out the reachable possibility from current
configuration to goal configuration.

III. AVOIDANCE MANIPULABILITY

Representing the vector of position and orientation of each
link by ri ∈ Rm(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) where m denotes the
dimension of working space, n denotes the number of links
of manipulator. Representing the vector of joint angle by
q = [q1, q2, · · · , qn]T . ri is given by (1) as a function of q.
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ri = f i(q), (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (1)

By differentiating (1) by time t, we can obtain (2).

ṙi = J i(q)q̇ (2)

In (2), J i(q) ∈ Rm×n is Jacobian matrix differentiated ri by
q. Here we discuss the case that desired trajectory rnd and
desired velocity ṙnd of the manipulator’s hand are given as
primary task. Then, according to (2) we can obtain q̇ realized
by ṙnd.

q̇ = J+
n ṙnd + (In − J+

n Jn) 1l (3)

where Jn is Jacobian matrix differentiated rn by q, J+
n is

pseudo-inverse of Jn, and 1l is an arbitrary vector satisfying
1l ∈ Rn. The first term of right side of (3) is the solution
to make ‖q̇‖ minimize in the space of q̇ while realizing
ṙnd. The second term is joint angle velocity component that
can change the manipulator’s configuration regardless with
the influence of ṙnd. When the first avoidance subtask is
given to the i-th link, in other words, the first demanded
avoidance velocity 1ṙdi is determined by geometric relation
of a manipulator with an obstacle. In this research, we think
that it is the frist demanded avoidance velocity obtained from
an avoidance control system of higher level. The relation of
1ṙdi and ṙnd is shown in (4) by substituting (3) into (2).

1ṙdi = J iJ
+
n ṙnd + J i(In − J+

n Jn) 1l (4)

Left side superscript “1” means the first avoidance subtask,
i.e., 1ṙdi denotes that the i-th link is ordered to finish the
first avoidance subtask, it is defined as the same meaning
in the following explanation. Here we define two variables
shown in (5) and (6).

∆1ṙdi
4
= 1ṙdi − J iJ

+
n ṙnd (5)

1M i
4
= J i(In − J+

n Jn) (6)

In (5) and (6), ∆1ṙdi is represented by the first avoidance
velocity and 1M i is a Rm×n matrix represented by the first
avoidance matrix. According to (5) and (6), ∆1ṙdi can be
rewritten by (7).

∆1ṙdi = 1M i
1l (7)

The relation between 1ṙdi and ∆1ṙdi is shown in Fig.4.
Next, we will represent two concepts of avoidance munip-

ulability. One is complete avoidance munipulability ellipsoid,
the other is partial avoidance munipulability ellipsoid. When
hand velocity ṙnd is given, we can confirm J iJ

+
n ṙnd be-

cause J i and J+
n have been known. Then, the first demanded

avoidance velocity 1ṙdi is given as the desired velocity.

obstacle
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Fig. 4. Obstacle avoidance of intermediate links

According to (5), we can obtain the first avoidance velocity
∆1ṙdi. However, the problem is whether we can realize
∆1ṙdi, that is, whether we can find 1l to realize ∆1ṙdi

because 1M i has been known. From (7), we can obtain 1l
shown in (8).

1l = 1M i
+
∆1ṙdi + (In − 1M+

i
1M i) 2l (8)

In (8), 1M+
i is pseudo-inverse of 1M i and 2l is an arbitrary

vector satisfying 2l ∈ Rn. From (8), we can obtain (9).

‖1l‖2 ≥ ∆1ṙdi
T
(1M+

i )T 1M+
i ∆1ṙdi (9)

Providing that 1l is restricted as ‖1l‖ ≤ 1, then the extent
where ∆1ṙdi can move is denoted by (10).

∆1ṙdi
T
(1M+

i )T 1M+
i ∆1ṙdi ≤ 1 (10)

When rank(1M i) = m, ∆1ṙdi satisfies (11).

∆1ṙdi = 1M i
1M+

i ∆1ṙdi. (11)

In this case, equation (10) represents that the first avoidance
velocity ∆1ṙdi can be described by an ellipsoid expanded
in m-dimension space, which indicates ∆1ṙdi can be freely
realized in m-dimension space. The ellipsoid represented by
(10) is named as the first complete avoidance manipulability
ellipsoid denoted by 1CPi.

However, when rank(1M i) = p < m, a new first
avoidance velocity ∆1ṙ∗

di satisfies (12).

∆1ṙ∗
di

T
(1M+

i )T 1M+
i ∆1ṙ∗

di ≤ 1 (12)

This new first avoidance velocity ∆1ṙ∗
di can be described

by an ellipsoid expanded in p-dimension. The ellipsoid
represented by (12) is named as the first partial avoidance
manipulability ellipsoid denoted by 1P Pi. Because p <
m, the first partial avoidance manipulability ellipsoid can
be thought as a segment of the first complete avoidance
manipulability ellipsoid.
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IV. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE STRATEGY

A. AMSI
Here, avoidance manipulability shape index (AMSI) ex-

pressed by avoidance manipulability ellipsoid is defined. The
volume of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid of i-th link is
given as (13).

1Vi = cm · 1wi (13)

where, cm and 1wi are defined by (14)and (15) respectively.

cm =





2(2π)(m−1)/2

1·3···(m−2)m (m : odd)
(2π)m/2

2·4···(m−2)m (m : even)
(14)

1wi = 1σi1
1σi2 · · · 1σim (15)

In (15), 1σi1,
1σi2, · · · , 1σim are the singular values of

1M i. When the value of 1Vi is the highest, the avoidance
manipulability of i-th link is the best.

In this paper, the workspace is assumed by two-dimension
to make it comprehensive (m = 2). The avoidance ma-
nipulability ellipsoid of link2 is the complete avoidance
manipulability ellipsoid because rank(1M2) = 2 = m. The
two singular values of 1M2 can denote the length of two
axes of ellipsoid. The avoidance manipulability ellipsoids of
link1 and link3 are the partial avoidance manipulability el-
lipsoids because rank(1M1) = 1 < m and rank(1M3) =
1 < m, which are expressed by straight lines. Then, AMSI
(Avoidance Manipulability Shape Index) denoting avoidance
manipulability of whole manipulator is defined by (16).

1E =
n−1∑

i=1

1Viai (16)

where,

a1 = an−1 = 1[m−1], a2,3,··· ,(n−2) = 1[m−2] (17)

When m = 2, 1V1, 1Vn−1 denote the length, 1V2,3,··· ,(n−2)

denote area. By (17), 1E denotes a number without unit.

B. AMSIP
By using AMSI, although avoidance ability of whole

manipulator is the highest, the manipulator will possibly
collide with the obstacle because it does not consider the
distance between the manipulator and the obstacle. There-
fore, we construct the potential spaces along the object’s
shape detected by camera. This improved index considering
collision by constructing the potential spaces is AMSIP. The
definition of AMSIP is shown in (18).

1S = 1E + U (18)

where, U < 0 denotes total potential value. Therefore, 1S
will come down by U and the possibility of the collision will
increase once the manipulator moves into potential spaces
(detail explanation of potential spaces is shown in [7]).

C. Analyses of AMSI and AMSIP
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When the manipulator’s hand moves to position C in
Fig.5(b), the distribution of AMSI about q1 and q2 is shown
in Fig.5(a), and the distribution of AMSIP is shown in
Fig.6(a), where q1 and q2 are joint angles of link1 and link2
respectively and they constitute redundancy space of joint
angles, q3 and q4 are determined depending on the hand
position once q1 and q2 are confirmed. Comparing Fig.5(a)
with Fig.6(a), the obvious difference can be found that the
shapes of Peak∗ of 1S are smaller and thiner than the
shapes of Peak of 1E, moreover there are lots of area
corresponding to 1S < 0 in AMSIP distribution (here,
if 1S < 0, then 1S = 0). This fact just indicates that
AMSIP distribution where 1S = 0 in Fig.6(a) represents
the possibility to collide the robot arm with the object
is high. According to Fig.5(b) and Fig.6(b), which denote
the manipulator’s optimal configurations corresponding to
Peak1 and Peak1∗ respectively, we can find that AMSIP
can avoid collision with higher avoidance manipulability.
Therefore, we verify that AMSIP is more effective than
AMSI.

V. MULTI-PREVIEW CONTROL

A. Reachability

Before we present multi-preview control, it is necessary to
analyse the concept of reachability. In previous research, we
did not concern a key question, that is, whether the current
configuration is reachable to the future optimal configuration.
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Indeed due to moving obstacles in the environment, there
may exist an optimal configuration in future time, but there
may not be reachable from the current configuration. We
assume that the whole tracking process will be finished
within 50[s]. We can detect the 3-D AMSIP 1S distribu-
tions at ten different given times in whole tracking process
shown in Fig.7. From Fig.7, we can clearly find that there
are four peaks of 1S when t = 0[s], t = 5[s] and
t = 10[s] denoted by peak1∗, peak2∗, peak3∗ and peak4∗

respectively. However, peak4∗ disappears from t = 15[s]
to end, which indicates the optimal configuration around
peak4∗ will become dangerous configuration after 15s when
manipulator’s hand tracks the trajectory.

q1[deg]

q2[deg]

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50
t[s]Peak1*

Peak2*

Peak3*Peak4*

Fig. 7. 3-D AMSIP 1S distribution in whole tracking process

B. Preview Control System
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Fig. 8. Preview control system

Preview control system depicted in Fig.8 consists of
a real-time measurement block, a path planning block, a
redundancy control block and a redundant manipulator. On
the assumption that current time is represented by t, and the
future time is defined as t∗ = t + t̃ where t̃ denotes preview
time. Firstly, the measurement block can detect a desirable
hand position rd(t∗) on the surface of the target object at
future time t∗. Then, the potential spaces detected by camera
are created around the target object at the planning block
automatically. Next, the planning block outputs desired joint
angle q̃d(t∗) corresponding to future time t∗ satisfying non-
collision found by 1-Step GA. Here, we make an assumption
that a manipulator is controled by q̃d(t∗), which is called by
“imaginary manipulator”. At last, the control block outputs
desired joint angular velocity q̇d(t) that can control current
joint angle q(t) to close the future desired joint angle q̃d(t∗)
to satisfy non-collision requirement. q(t) is used to control
the actual manipulator.

When desired velocity ṙd(t) is given, the solution q̇d(t)
is shown in (19) according to (2).

q̇d(t) = J+(q)ṙd(t) + (In − J+(q)J(q))v(t) (19)

where, J+(q) is pseudo-inverse of Jacobian matrix J(q),
and In is n×n unit matrix. In Addition, v(t) is an arbitrary
vector, trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance can be
executed simultaneously through this vector. Here, control
variable v(t) is determined so as to make current joint
angle q(t) of actual manipulator close to future joint angle
of imaginary manipulator q̃d(t∗) to satisfy non-collision
requirement, so it is defined by (20).

v(t) = Kv[q̃d(t
∗) − q(t)] (20)

where, Kv is a positive definite diagonal matrix representing
gains, that is, Kv = diag[kv1, kv2, · · · , kvn]. Substituting
(20) into (19) constitutes preview control system which use
the future optimal joint angle q̃d(t∗) satisfying non-collision
requirement to control current configuration q(t).

C. Multi-Preview Control

In reality, (20) is single-preview control because it just
uses one future optimal configuration of imaginary manipu-
lator at future time t∗ = t+ t̃ to control current configuration
of actual manipulator at current time t to make current
configuration close the future optimal configuration without
collision. Multi-preview control is described as using several
optimal configurations at future times ti

∗ = t + it̃, (i =
1, 2, 3, · · · , p) to control current configuration at current time
t to make current configuration not only close the future
optimal configuration without collision but also keep high
reachability. Notice that p denotes the number of multi-
preview control we adopt, in other words, p denotes the
number of imaginary manipulator. i.e., p = 3, it means
that we adopt three future optimal configurations at three
different future times t + t̃, t + 2t̃ and t + 3t̃ to control
current configuration. In this way, control variable v(t) in
(19) can be defined by (21).

v(t) = Kv[
p∑

i=1

kiq̃d(ti
∗) − q(t)] (21)

where, Kv is a positive definite diagonal matrix representing
gains as Kv = diag[kv1, kv2, · · · , kvn].

∑p
i=1 kiq̃d(ti

∗) is
future optimal configuration obtained by using multi-preview
control (it is obtained by considering several future optimal
configurations), ki are weight coefficients satisfying 0 <
ki < 1 and

∑p
i=1 ki = 1. We can select arbitrary value of

preview time t̃ and number of preview control p and weight
coefficient ki according to different requirement. In a word, it
is obvious that using multi-preview control can obtain more
information of changing environments, which can improve
the limitation of Local Method effectively.

VI. 1-STEP GENETIC ALGORITHM

Among the many solutions, 1-step GA is used to search
the optimal angles q̃d(ti

∗) at future times ti
∗ to realize

real-time optimization. In this research, the process of using
camera to discern the instantaneous trajectory will be finished
in 33 milliseconds. However, simulation shows that the
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Fig. 9. Actual manipulator’s configurations in whole tracking process

maximun AMSIP value can be obtained using common GA
method through about 30 generations and this process will
cost 61 milliseconds or so. In this way, when the optimal
configuration of manipulator using common GA method
is obtained, the trajectory will move to other position and
manipulator will not finish desired tracking. Therefore, it is
required that better individuals must be found out as quickly
as possible within 33 milliseconds. 1-step GA is effective.

VII. SIMULATION

The trajectory consists of five parts, shown as A − B,
B−C, C−D, D−E and E−F respectively. The coordinate
of A is fixed at position of (10cm, 140cm), the each length of
trajectory is defined as lA−B = lB−C = lC−D = lD−E =
lE−F = 75[cm] and the length of each link is defined as
l1 = l2 = l3 = l4 = 100[cm]. The whole simulation time is
set by 50[s].

A. Simulation of Single-Preview Control

Firstly, we use single-preview control to do some sim-
ulations and the single-preview time t̃ is set by 10[s]. 1S
of actual manipulator at ten different given times in whole
tracking process denoted by red points and configurations
corresponding to 1S at these ten times are shown in Fig.9(a),
where the red line connecting these red points denotes
the trajectory changings of 1S of actural manipulator in
whole tracking process. From Fig.9, we can find that actual
manipulator almost can achieve on-line trajectory tracking
except for the collision with working object when t = 30[s].

B. Simulation of Multi-Preview Control

Here, we adopt three-preview control to do the same
simulations, three future times are defined by t1

∗ = t + t̃,
t2

∗ = t + 2t̃ and t3
∗ = t + 3t̃ respectively (here, t̃ = 5[s]).

Then, we define k1 = 0.3, k2 = 0.65 and k3 = 0.05 (notice
that weight coefficients ki has been presented in (21). In
this way, we use these three future optimal configurations
of imaginary manipulators (depend on more information of
future changing environments) to control current configura-
tion of actual manipulator. The simulation result is shown in

Fig.9(b). From Fig.9(b), we can find that collision occurred
at 30[s] by using single-preview control has been avoided
by using three-preview control and actual manipulator can
achieve on-line trajectory tracking without collision mean-
while keeping higher avoidance manipulability.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new approach using multi-preview
control system to solve a on-line trajectory tracking and
obstacle avoidance problem for redundant manipulator based
on considering reachability. We verify the validity of multi-
preview control through simulations of comparing single-
preview control with multi-preview control. Therefore, we
think that multi-preview control method can improve limita-
tion of Local Method in a large extent.
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